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Abstract. Large interactive displays are increasingly being situated in a variety of work
and public places. An assumed benefit is that the technology provides a large
interactional space that makes it simpler to support collaborative work. A study was carried
out investigating how the physical orientation of a shared display affects group
collaboration. Stark differences were found between the way groups coordinate their
work and collaborate when using an interactive table-based display versus a wall-based
display. The physical affordances of the displays engender different social affordances:
the table display encouraged group members to switch more roles, explore more ideas
and follow more closely what each other was doing. In contrast, groups found it socially
awkward to collaborate around the wall display. In a follow-up study, where both displays
were made available, groups adopted a greater division of labour and more rigid roles,
resulting in more efficient working but less equity of idea generation. We discuss why this
is so in terms of the interactional resources that come into play, and suggest that the
threshold for what is considered acceptable social behaviour depends on the physical
arrangement of technology.

Introduction
Recently, there has been a growing interest in situating large interactive displays in a
variety of work and public places to facilitate collaboration. Motivations include
instilling a sense of community (Churchill et al, 2002), providing enhanced up-to
date information about a work practice (Greenberg and Rounding, 2001) and
initiating informal communication among strangers (Rogers and Brignull 2002;



McCarthy, 2002). Many kinds of displays are now available that can be used to view
and/or interact with information, including front and back projected wall displays,
large flat PC-based screens, plasma displays, Mimio and SmartBoards. A key issue
is how to design the displays so that they invite interaction (Agamanolis, 2002) and
collaboration (Russell and Gossweiler, 2001).

An assumed benefit of situating large displays in these kinds of social settings is
that they provide a large interactional space, that should make it simpler to support
collaborative work (Russell, 2002) that is more fluent (Johnason et al, 2002).
Compared with a co-located group trying to work around a single user PC, large
displays lend themselves to being interacted with more directly by multiple users;
who can point to and touch information being displayed, while simultaneously
viewing the interactions and having a shared point of reference. The physical
affordances are quite different, resulting in the setting up of different social
affordances. By this, we mean how certain social behaviours are encouraged and
seen as acceptable by way of the physical properties of the interactional space (cf.
Gaver, 1996; Kreijns and Kirschner, 2001; Svensson et al, 2001). For example, a
display placed in a reception area may transform the surrounding area into ‘the
place’ for colleagues to meet and chat.

There has been little research, however, on how situating displays in different
places invites certain kinds of social interactions. What studies there have been, have
largely been concerned with usability issues, such as how easy and efficient
interactive displays are to use. This paper is concerned with examining the nature of
such a physical-social relationship. A central issue is whether improving the
visibility and accessibility of electronic information, through providing large
interactive displays, changes the nature of small group collaboration, and if so which
social processes are both encouraged and affected.

Displays can vary in a number of dimensions, including shape, size, orientation,
number, position, resolution and mode of interaction. However, nearly all
commercially available ones have been designed to be vertically-oriented, requiring a
whiteboard model of interaction. It struck us that these kinds of wall placement
necessitates people to work around them in seemingly unnatural and somewhat
uncomfortable ways1. The conventional way of working in a co-located group, is to
sit around tables, talking with one another and interacting with a bricolage of
technological and paper-based artefacts placed on top of the table. Making people
stand up and work in front of a display, therefore, creates quite a different physical
work space, where it may be more difficult to combine interacting with the display
and using the information resources. We were interested in what the consequences
of this form of decoupling might be. More generally, our research project

                                                
1 We are excluding here the most common use of large displays, where demonstrations, video or

talks are presented, and where the speaker stands beside the display and the audience is seated
in front of the material being presented. This is because this use is not interactive in the
sense we are interested in here.



investigates how the physical orientation of a shared display affects the way people
orient around it and the social affordances they engender or hinder. Another focus is
on how information is created, shared and used in the different physical spaces.

To analyse the relationship between the ‘physical’ and the ‘social’, we use the
PRACTICE conceptual framework that describes core aspects of the physical and
social orchestration that occurs during group collaboration. Two studies comparing
the way small groups orient and work together around different configurations of
interactive displays are reported. The first study looks at the differences in group
behaviour when interacting around a vertical versus a horizontal display. The second
study investigates how groups collaborate when both kinds of displays are made
available to them to access.

Background
Early research in CSCW, that looked at how to support collaborative work in co-
located spaces, was primarily concerned with what kind of groupware to provide,
that would support collaborative activities such as writing, planning and decision-
making. The physical layout of the room was given little thought, with the exception
of those who tried to build grandiose work spaces, that became known as electronic
meeting rooms (e.g. Stefik et al, 1987). The physical arrangement of these rooms
was very engineered and formal, with people often sitting in tiered desks, each
having a single embedded monitor, together with an assortment of shared displays
placed around the room. The pioneering research on shared whiteboards (Elrord et
al, 1992) also focused mainly on local interaction issues, such as how to support
electronically-based hand-writing and drawing, and the selecting and moving of such
hand-crafted objects around the display. For example, a key research issue that the
PARCTAB system (Shilit et al, 1993) was concerned with was how information
could be communicated between palm-sized, A4 sized and whiteboard sized displays
(Liveboard) using shared software tools, such as Tivoli (Rønby-Pedersen et al,
1993). Interestingly, in contrast with the formal electronic meeting rooms, the design
of the physical space, where PARCTAB was experimented with, was quite different.
Photos of people using the system at PARC often depict small groups sitting in
comfy chairs around a coffee table, collaborating with laptops on their knees.

More recently, there has been interest in how the physical architectural space
affects the way technologies can be used. For example, Streitz et al’s (2002)
Roomware was designed explicitly with the physical space in mind; electronic walls,
interactive tables and chairs were networked and positioned so they could be used
together in a way that augmented and complemented existing ways of work. In
another ongoing project at Stanford, the Interactive Workspace has been assembled
around a table, where other displays and software tools are used to support
collaborative tasks, as they are normally carried out (Fox et al, 2000).
DiamondTouch (Dietz and Leigh, 2001) have also recently developed a multi-user



display system, that allows people to sit around a horizontal table surface when
collaborating.

However, much of the research on how interactive work spaces are used has, so
far, focused on the way information is interacted with when using a wall display.
Guimbretiere et al (2001) discuss the extent to which display-based interaction at a
wall can be made fluid, through the use of gesturing, touching and pen input.
Trimble et al (2002) describe how interactive wall displays allow groups to scroll
through large images, pointing things out to each other. Interestingly, they note, too,
that when a group of scientists used the system one person tended to interact with
the images being displayed while the others looked on. Jordan and Henderson
(1995) first commented on this phenomenon, when observing pairs of researchers
using a whiteboard; the person nearest the board establishes themselves as the
scribe, making it more difficult for the other to actively take the floor. Recently, Eden
et al (2002) have also noted that when people gather around a vertical whiteboard,
they rarely work interactively. They suggest that people find it awkward standing
next to each other, whereas those working around horizontal surfaces, work in
parallel more.

These observations suggest that group problem solving in front of a wall display
is impoverished compared with when sitting around a display. However, to date,
there has been no comparison. The goal of our research was to carry out such a
study, investigating how and why standing around a vertical interactive display
affects collaborative activities differently from sitting around a horizontal interactive
display, and to do so by analysing the relationship between the ‘physical’ and the
‘social’.

Conceptual framework
Within the social sciences, a well-known approach to analysing how co-located
groups coordinate their collaborative and social activities is to examine their use of
everyday interactional resources (e.g. Goodwin and Goodwin, 1996; Heath and
Luff, 1992; Hutchins, 1995; Luff and Jirokta, 1998). By this is meant the
organisation of talk (e.g. turn taking), visual conduct (e.g. the use of gestures, eye
contact, body movement) and other coordinating mechanisms, such as outlouds
(where one person in a group deliberately shouts or speaks out to draw the others’
attention to a part of the collaborative activity that needs their input, their acceptance
or approval, for progress to be made). Work-based artefacts, like paper documents,
computers and interactive information, are also viewed as playing a central mediating
role (e.g. Luff and Jirokta; 1998; Schmidt and Wagner, 2002). These include the
ways individuals in a group establish a common orientation to an artefact (such as a
plan, a drawing, or a computer-based form) that needs focused attention at a given
time for the collaborative task to progress. In these situations, the use of glances,
body orientation and talk are interwoven. The spatial organization of an activity and



how it is managed by ‘socially recognized (though often understated) expectations’
is central (Jordan and Henderson, 1995). Interaction with others, use of objects and
resources, physical presence, use of voice and occupancy of space are key
dimensions. Another aspect is the intricate patterns that occur when moving between
individual working and joint working; a key consideration being the interplay
between overt and indirect interactional resources. Awareness is also instrumental:
the selection of appropriate interactional resources is what enables group members
to keep aware of what each other is doing, enabling them to be tuned into the various
needs of collaborative working.

We further propose that accessibility to informational resources in the physical
workspace is important and can affect the repertoire of interactional resources that
is appropriate to bring into play at a given time during collaboration. Having
multiple information resources also creates attentional demands that need to be
managed: where members of a group need to work out which display (or part of) to
look at to find and interact with the information they need (or which someone else is
referring to) for a given task or stage of an activity (Rodden et al, 2003).

Our analysis of collaborative work focuses on the interplay between the
interactional and informational resources used during collaborative activities. The
analytic framework presented in Table 1 provides a set of issues and questions that
we used to guide our interpretation of the data.

Table I. The PRACTICE analytic framework used for evaluating social orchestration
and coordination during group collaboration

• Progression: How does the collaborative activity progress?
• Resources: How do the group use informational resources?
• Awareness: What mechanisms are used for maintaining group awareness?
• Coordination: What interactional resources are used?
• Team: Who does what and how does this affect the collaborative activity?
• Interaction: How fluid is access and interaction?
• Control: How do the members refer to information they want to focus on?
• Experience: What is the user experience for the different members?

User studies
Two studies were designed to investigate how different kinds of displays affect
group collaboration, and, in particular, the way information is accessed, viewed and
interacted with by co-located members of a group working together. The way group
members orient themselves to the displays, the informational resources and each
other and how they coordinate their work were also examined. The first study
compares the effects of the orientation (vertical versus horizontal) of a large



interactive display on group collaboration and the second study examines the effects
of having both vertical and horizontal interactive displays available for use.

Study 1: The effects of horizontal versus vertical interactive displays on
collaborative problem-solving
The aim of this study was to investigate how accessing and interacting with
information presented on either horizontal or vertical displays, affect group problem
solving and planning. Two conditions and a control were set up. These were:
(1) Control – 17 inch PC computer monitor with group sitting side by side in front
of it
(2) Horizontal – Horizontal back projected table display with group sitting side by
side in front of it
(3)Vertical – Vertical back projected wall display with group standing or sitting in
front of it

Participants and experimental design

16 groups, each made up of three participants, took part in the study. A mixed
design was used: 8 groups took part in both the vertical and horizontal conditions
(within-subjects) and 8 groups took part in the control condition (between subjects).
An optimal design would have been for the same groups to have experienced all
conditions. However, in practice, it proved impossible to get the same three members
of each group to come back together on three separate occasions. Hence, we
compromised the design by allowing for different members to be used in the groups
for the control condition. The ordering of the sessions for the groups who came
twice was randomized; 4 starting with the vertical condition and 4 the horizontal
condition.

The collaborative task

We devised a problem-solving task, involving decision making and planning, where
various informational resources have to be accessed for a solution to be reached.
The task involves developing an itinerary for a day trip to London for a particular
group of tourists, with a specified budget. The task was deliberately designed to be
open-ended (in the sense that there are no right answers), allowing for different
resources to be accessed and to encourage the group members to discuss and
compare their suggestions.
To accomplish the task, a series of decisions have to be made about:
• which activities to carry out in the morning, afternoon and evening
• the optimal order they should be visited, relative to where the tourist group are at a
given time
• how to get the tourist group to their destinations, i.e. which mode of transport to
use
• where to go for lunch and dinner



• how much each activity will cost, including the cost of transport
• whether the cost of their plan matches the budget allocation
For each condition, a different set of constraints was provided, meaning that each
group had to work up two different itineraries.  

Informational resources

A number of websites were bookmarked in a web browser, that was accessible via
the interactive displays. The selected sites included websites about what to do in
London, restaurant guides, and various transport sites and maps of London. The
sites were deliberately selected to allow the groups to (i) find appropriate activities
for the tourists to do, (ii) plan the route to get to these, and (iii) calculate the cost of
transport and the activities. Paper and pencil and a calculator were provided.

Interactive shared displays

For the vertical condition, an interactive whiteboard was built, using a 96cm x 96cm
back projected white plastic display erected onto a chassis frame, that was designed
to be viewed and interacted with at standing height (see Figure 1a). For the
horizontal condition, an interactive table was built, with an 80cm by 80 cm glass
surface embedded in a wooden frame, measuring 35 x 100cm (see Figure 1b). For
both conditions, the size of the screen projected onto the surface was 43cm high and
59cm across. Back projection was used in both conditions, to prevent body shadows
occluding the display. Interaction with both displays was supported through
pointing; a mimio system was attached to each surface, and a mimio pen provided to
select options from the displays.

(a)  (b)
Figure 1. Photos showing (a) vertical and (b) horizontal condition
Three seats were placed in front of the horizontal table, enabling the members of a
group to sit side by side and to view and interact with the information on the display
from the same perspective. This seating arrangement was chosen to keep the
orientation of the information the same for all members. If, on the other hand, they
had sat around the table, each person at a different side would have had a different



view. Reading upside-down or side-ways up is difficult. Moreover, to enable
everyone to have the same access would require periodically switching the display’s
orientation to their viewpoint (cf to how a scrabble board is moved when it is the
next person’s turn). Furthermore, a pilot study had shown this way of viewing,
accessing and coordinating was distracting, disrupting the flow of collaboration.

The vertical whiteboard was also set up to allow each member of the group to
have a shared viewpoint. Interacting with the information requires the members to
stand in front of it and point at the board, using the mimio pen. In a pilot study,
however, we discovered that writing while standing in front of the board is very
difficult to do – even when holding a clipboard to write on. To allow the group to
write more comfortably a coffee table and three chairs were provided. These were
placed adjacent to the whiteboard.

Each group was given a laser pointer which could be used to point at information
on the display. Two video cameras were used to record the sessions, one which
recorded the display surface and the other a view of the group.

Findings

The two sets of video data collected for each session were reviewed, and the talk,
gestures, body movements and interactional use of resources were transcribed.
Groups were also interviewed after each session to obtain their views about what
they thought about the different conditions. A small questionnaire was also given to
the members to rate certain aspects of their experience. The combined data was
analysed, identifying topics, using the PRACTICE framework.

Resources: As expected, one of the main findings from the study was that the
degree and kind of collaboration varied considerably across conditions, notably, in
terms of role changing, division of labour and ideas explored. Unsurprisingly, the
least amount of collaborative activity that took place was in the control condition,
where the members found it hard to work together. This was primarily indicated by
(i) less changing of roles and discussion of ideas and (ii) a lower level of
interactional resources being used to coordinate the activities. In terms of (i), the
person who took control of the mouse at the beginning of the task, tended to drive
the task and stay in that role throughout the session, while the others took the role of
commentators. In terms of (ii), it was hard for the group members to maintain eye
contact with each other and talk comfortably. They had to huddle together to be able
to read the information on the screen, resulting in an awkward set-up. In order for
the ones at the ends of the line to see and talk to each other, required them to move
backwards and forwards in their chairs. In the interview after their session, all
participants complained that they found this way of communicating very
uncomfortable.

Team: The most collaboration took place in the horizontal table condition, as
indicated by (i) a greater number of suggestions expressed by the different members
(42% more than the vertical condition and 54% more than the control condition).



The way the roles changed within the group was also more frequent. This was
reflected by a greater number of the members swapping possession of the mimio-
pen throughout the session (see Table II). Each time the mimio pen changed hands,
a different person took control, and became the interactor with the display, i.e. the
one primarily in charge of accessing and changing the information displayed. The
switch overs were largely inadvertent: whenever the current interactor wanted to
gesture or point with their dominant hand, they would put the pen down on the table,
making it available to the others to take control. Only on one occasion did a member
of a group use an outloud and say to the others “your go”. Conversely, noone
explicitly asked for control of the mimio pen in any of the groups.

Coordination: Handing over the control ‘baton’ in the horizontal condition,
enabled different options to be explored from those that the previous interactor had
looked at. As there was no ownership of the information currently displayed on the
screen, the take-over was easy to accomplish, without any need for explicit
negotiation or backtracking. However, if the new options that were being accessed
did not match up with the task constraints, the previous options were revisited, and
the member who had accessed those first would often talk through them again –
though not necessarily take over control of the mimio pen. Hence, in this condition,
the role change-over interactions were fluent, and without any verbal
acknowledgement taking place.

Condition No. of role changes Rating
Interactor Itinerary writer 

Control 2.2 (2.12) 0 2.33 (0.82)
Horizontal 4.8 (2.48) 0.1 1.83 (0.87)
Vertical 1.4 (0.66) 0.4 2.4 (1.1)

Table II. Mean number and SD (in parentheses) of role changes as a function of display interactor
and itinerary writer. Mean ratings by group members of their perception of the rigidity of the roles
in the group are also presented in the third column (1= not rigid; 4 = very rigid).

In contrast, the role changing and exchange of ideas in the vertical condition was
very different. Similar to the control condition, the roles adopted by the members
remained fixed throughout the session. Typically, one member took on the role of
interactor at the beginning of the task and stood for most of the time in front of the
display, while the other two remained seated at the adjacent coffee table; one writing
down notes and the itinerary and the other discussing with them the various options
(see Table II). It was rare for all three to stand adjacent to each other in front of the
display. The group members felt awkward communicating in this way – akin to
standing in line having a conversation at a urinal. It also felt like they were invading
the adjacent member’s personal space – similar to that witnessed in the control
condition, where the groups felt awkward huddling in front off the PC monitor.
They also found it difficult to refer to different parts of the display and see what the
others were doing when standing close to the vertical display.



The preferred way of collaborating in the vertical condition was for all three to sit
next to each other at the beginning of the session, where early planning took part,
and then for one member of the group to take the role of interactor throughout the
remainder of the session. This is similar to Jordan and Henderson’s (1995)
observation of whiteboard use by pairs of researchers. The only reason why one of
the others might go up to the display in our study, was when it was perceived that
the current interactor needed help (e.g. if he or she were struggling to find the
necessary information).

Awareness: It is generally considered that for collaboration to be successful
each member must maintain awareness of what the others are doing. In the control
condition, the members of the group were physically close to each other, which
meant they could keep abreast, albeit uncomfortably, of what each other was doing
and saying. All of them could see how the task was progressing, and view the
information on the PC monitor. Hence, being physically close enables a high level
of group awareness, but as mentioned earlier, it comes at a cost – eliciting high levels
of discomfiture and social awkwardness.

The way the horizontal condition was configured meant that it was possible for
all seated members of a group to see the information on the display. In addition, the
close coupling between the work surface and the display made it easier for the
members to switch roles, via putting down and picking up the mimio pen. The group
members maintained a high level of awareness of what each other was doing even
though they were sat side by side. Although sometimes it was difficult to establish
eye contact, especially between the two members sitting at either end, this did not
matter, as the shared activities of searching for information, discussing options, and
writing down notes became the focal point of attention. Moreover, there was
sufficient physical space between them that they did not experience the social
awkwardness that arose in the control condition.

In contrast, the physical set up of the vertical condition meant that the group
members were physically separated for most of the time, with one member at the
display, while the other two sat together at the coffee table. This asymmetry meant
that the person at the display found it much more difficult to keep aware of what the
others were doing and what was being written down. Instead, they had to rely on the
others speaking aloud. To join the group again, they intermittently returned to the
coffee table and peered over the shoulders of the others. The two sitting at the coffee
table, however, could read the information on the vertical display from where they
were sitting. From their position, therefore, they were able to keep aware of both
what each other was doing and what the interactor was doing. They were also able to
talk to the interactor and to each other, hence giving them little reason to move.

In a couple of groups, the person at the display got completely engrossed with
finding out information from the websites, and in so doing, became cocooned in
their own world. For example, one member commented, “I think I probably went
off on one a bit. I could see what to do next and just did it”. Likewise, the two at the



coffee table sometimes forgot what the interactor at the display was up to, as they
discussed and worked up a part of the itinerary. It was during these times, when
parallel activities took place, that the seated members could lose awareness of what
the interactor was up to.

Control: A number of options were available to the members of the group when
asking and telling the interactor what to do. As Table III shows, there was
considerable variation regarding which methods were employed across the
conditions. The members used vocal instructions most in the vertical condition,
when giving directions. In contrast, voice and gesture were used together more
frequently in the horizontal condition – presumably because pointing was
immediately visible to the others and could directly reference the piece of
information in question. The laser pen was not used in the control or horizontal
condition and very rarely in the vertical condition (where it was expected there would
have been a much higher uptake).The laser is an unfamiliar pointing device and
participants said they felt uncomfortable using it. Unlike the more familiar and
socially accepted way of gesturing to refer to something, the laser pen was regarded
as a rude ‘in your face’ method. This made it a less socially acceptable way of
referring to the screen, having the effect of flashing where on the display the
interactor should be looking.

Condition Directives
Total Voice Gesture Voice &gesture Voice &laser

Control 7.5 (0.71) 2 (1.41) 5.5 0 0
Horizontal 14.6 (8.09) 3.8(2.68) 1 (1.18) 9.8(6.42) 0
Vertical 12.8 (8.030 6.4(4.36) 0.1(0.3) 3.9(4.59) 1.4(3.8)

Table III: Mean number and SD (in parentheses) of directives used across conditions to take control
of the interaction
Interaction: The role of the technology in mediating the decision-making and
problem-solving also differed across the conditions. Where there was close
coupling between the informational resources and the group members, the process
of working up the itinerary was serially achieved and done in unison. In the vertical
condition, however, the process was more fragmented. For example, sometimes the
interactor looked up information by themselves at the display, while the other two
worked together on the itinerary. To get the others’ attention, the interactor turned
around and spoke out to them about what they had just been looking at and thinking
about. This had the effect of interrupting the seated members, who responded by
deciding whether (or not) what they had just been discussing, matched up with the
new suggestion being put forward by the interactor. Sometimes, to convince the
others that theirs was a better plan, the interactor legitimized it by gesturing to the
information they had just brought up on the display. For example, when suggestions
were being discussed about which restaurant to select for lunch, the interactor



(group 6) at the display, came up with a different idea to what the others had thought
of, and read out loud from the display:

“Look. London West End…lunch…number of diners…two course set meal
cost 25 pounds…three course...30 pounds…”
In this instance, the other two acquiesced and changed the itinerary.

In the horizontal condition, the interactor selected web pages, while the other
members took turns to read aloud the information that appeared. This happened
most when they found a place or activity on the website that the interactor had not
noticed, but which they thought matched the criteria set by that part of the task. They
also pointed to where they were reading from to draw the others’ attention to where
they were looking. Hence, requesting, identifying and selecting information was
much easier to do and coordinate in the horizontal condition.
Progression: The overhead involved in realigning the member’s focus of attention
was greater in the vertical condition. As seen, a number of explicit coordinating
mechanisms were needed once the interactor and the other two had drifted apart into
individual work mode. In the horizontal and control conditions, there was very little
parallel working. The only time a member of the group did switch to working by
themselves was to write down notes. The close coupling between the informational
resources that were being created and interacted with and the physical location of the
group members kept the members working together.
Experience: An interesting phenomenon that was observed was the awkward and
disadvantaged experience that the interactor in the vertical condition had relative to
the other members of their group. He/she alternated or took on one of two roles
throughout the session, depending on the group dynamics: either he/she took
control and became the ‘driver’ making all the choices, or they were ‘driven’,
following what the others were telling them to do. When the interactor was in the
driving position, they frequently turned around and spoke to the others, using the
information displayed to legitimize their suggestions, while also seeking to get the
approval of the others. In contrast, when they were being ‘driven’ by the others, they
tried to follow what the others told them to do. In taking on this role, the interactor
essentially acted as a proxy for their directions. Moreover, in this capacity, they
remained facing the display, with their back to the others, trying to select the options
or look where the others were suggesting (e.g. “go to the right, there”, “click on
the that restaurant”). Typically, when in this mode, they followed what the others
were saying without taking part in the discussion, other than volunteering some back
channeling (e.g. saying “uh-huh”).

Even though the interactor at the display could not see the others, this did not
stop them from frequently gesturing and pointing to where on the display they
wanted the interactor to be looking when giving their directions (e.g. “down a bit”,
“to the right”) – similar to the way people do when gesturing on the phone to their
interlocutor, even though they know the other can not see what they are doing.



In contrast, the user experience was much equitable and congenial in the
horizontal condition. Much joviality and social cohesion was apparent. There was no
palpable social distance between the various members.

Discussion

The findings from the first study suggest that the physical affordances of the
horizontal display, compared with the vertical or PC monitor display, encourage
group members to change more roles, explore more ideas and follow more closely
what each other is doing. Moreover, the mediating actions of swapping, sharing and
indexing were physically more comfortable to accomplish in this condition and, in
so doing, made the interaction socially more comfortable. The net effect was that the
groups working around the horizontal table were the most socially cohesive,
irrespective of the make-up of the group or whether the group had worked together
before. The act of handing over control was accomplished with relative ease and
fluidity: when the pen was placed on the table it was acknowledged that it was free
for anyone else to pick up and take over. Furthermore, the physical affordance of the
desk and its close coupling with the information being displayed and created was
conducive to collaboration and sharing of the work.

In contrast, the physical affordances of the PC display in the control condition
did not invite collaboration, effectively preventing social cohesiveness from
materializing. As is well known, a PC-based mouse physically affords only one
hand around it, making it uninviting for others to take on the role of interactor.
Compared with the mimio pen, where members readily placed it onto the table
signifying its accessibility, it was less obvious when the person with the mouse was
giving up possession of it. Even when not being used, the current owner’s hand
would often rest on it. Hence, even if the others wanted to take control, no obvious
visual cues are given as to how to achieve this. Moreover, it is not the done thing to
explicitly use an outloud, such as “give me the mouse, it is my turn”, nor is it
socially acceptable to physically try to take control of the mouse from someone else.
It requires the recipient to explicitly hand over control of the mouse, which as we
saw in this study, happened infrequently.

The most difficult setting for handing over control was in the vertical condition,
where the physical distance between the person at the display and the others sitting
down required a more concerted and conscious effort by someone else to take over
the role of the interactor. The person at the display did not ask or offer to change.
The other two in the group did not volunteer either, except, when it was deemed that
the interactor at the display was failing in their role and needed some help.

One of the conclusions arising from this study is that fluid interaction in an
interactional workspace – in terms of interactions with each other and the
informational resources – can facilitate group collaboration and social cohesiveness.
More opportunities for idea generation, discussion and joint planning are enabled
when the physical arrangement is designed such that each member finds it easy to



have a go at interacting with the informational resources and contribute to the
ongoing activity. In so doing, each member can contribute, enabling potentially more
solutions to be externalized and evaluated. This suggests equitable physical access
to informational resources is key to successful collaboration. But, is our assumption
correct?

We were surprised to hear from some of the participants in the study, when
interviewed after taking part in both the horizontal and vertical conditions, that they
thought otherwise. They felt that the free-for-all approach, that characterized the
horizontal condition, could easily lead to uncertainty and even chaos. For example,
one person thought that switching between roles in the horizontal condition was
detrimental to completing the task. She stated that working at the table “was too
messy. First I had the mimio pen, then you had the pen. There was too much chaos
going on. I think a bit of structure would have been better to solve the task.”

This led us to thinking that, maybe, it is preferable to have a structure in place,
where everyone knows their role, and where each provides a distinct contribution.
One way of allowing this kind of distributed working is to provide sufficient access
to information resources that allows multiple ways of viewing and interacting with it.
But the potential downside of providing multiple entry points is that collaboration
suffers, insofar as the opportunities for discussing ideas and ways of solving the
problem are reduced. It may result in group members becoming stationed in their
demarcated workspace, only communicating with the others when their role requires.
This dilemma of efficiency versus equality led us to carry out a follow-up study,
investigating whether having available more interactive informational resources
enables a group to collaborate more or less effectively.

Study 2: The effects of providing both horizontal and vertical
interactive surfaces on collaborative problem-solving
The aim of the follow-up study was to see how groups carry out a collaborative task,
when given the opportunity to view and access information on two kinds of display
(i.e. horizontal and vertical). The focus is primarily on what working structure
emerges, how joint and individual working is coordinated, and which mechanisms
are employed to maintain awareness and focus attention among the group members.

Method

The collaborative activity was the same as in study 1, but the groups were given a
different set of constraints and budget to work from for a new tourist group. The
same two displays were used and placed next to each other. Seats were provided
around the horizontal table (see Figure 2). Four groups of three participants took
part, each of whom had participated in the condition groups in the previous study.
The reason for selecting experienced participants was that they knew how to use the
different displays and would have a preconceived idea of the benefits of each.
However, as mentioned earlier, it was not possible to get the same make-up of



groups or the same number of groups. In the end, we managed to get twelve
participants to come back and join up as different groups of three.

At the beginning of a session, each group sat together at the horizontal table and
was given their instructions. They were told they could take as much time as they
wanted, move around freely and use the two interactive displays as and when they
wished. As with study 1, both video and interview data were collected and analysed
using the PRACTICE framework.

Figure 2. Physical set-up of vertical and horizontal interactive displays

Findings

Team: All four groups realized that having two displays available to them enabled
three distinct roles to be created: two interactors and one itinerary writer. This was
not explicitly stated by any member of the groups, but emerged as a strategy early in
the session. In all groups, following a discussion of the details of the constraints and
who the tourist group were, one member then picked up a mimio pen and began
interacting with the websites on the horizontal table. The others looked on for a
while and then another one picked up an ink pen and started making notes,
signalling that they had volunteered to take on the role of itinerary writer. This left
the third member with the choice of either remaining with them at the horizontal
table (and working as they did before in the horizontal condition) or picking up the
other mimio pen and moving to the vertical display. There was an expectation that
the ‘last one out’ should move to the vertical display, even though it meant breaking
up the physical proximity of the group.

Only in one group, did a role swap occur during a session, and then that was
when the itinerary writer had decided to take over as wall interactor, helping that
person out. Moreover, in this group, the itinerary writer ended up driving most of the
task. She took a pivotal role, very much controlling the other two; asking them to
provide her with the information she needed to work out the itinerary, alternating



between them for different kinds of information(see Figure 2). In so doing, the
interactors’ contribution to the task was largely marginalized to the role of
information provider, while remaining stationed at their ‘posts’. While it is common
practice for one individual in a group to emerge as the bossy one in control, such a
degree of taking over was far more pronounced in this condition than in the previous
study. Ironically, the set-up enabled the bossy one to become even more empowered,
using the others as proxies to get the necessary information and in so doing,
distancing them from the problem-solving task which she took control over.

In another group (group 3), the last person reluctantly went over to the wall
display, and frequently returned to the table to take part in the itinerary creation.
Towards the end of the session, he remained seated at the table. In so doing, the
group reverted to the working arrangement of the horizontal condition, choosing to
abandon access to the additional informational display in favour of working together
at the horizontal display as a cohesive unit.

Coordination: As mentioned earlier, after taking on a role at the beginning of
the task, the positions remained fixed throughout the session. The information
accessed was also divvied up and then fixed: each interactor looked for specific
kinds of information. One display was used for finding out about transport and the
other about restaurants and places to go. Again, this demarcation of which
information to look for on which display was something that implicitly emerged
during the task, rather than the group explicitly deciding on such a strategy.

Awareness: Similar to the finding from the previous study, a main problem
confronting the person who took on the role of interactor at the vertical display was,
firstly, how to maintain awareness of what the others were doing and, secondly, how
to relay their ideas and information back to the others sitting at the table. Whenever
they interacted with the vertical display, their back was turned to the others,
effectively moving them out of the focus of attention. As with the previous study, a
number of strategies were employed by the wall interactor to re-establish focus with
the others, including swivelling around at the display to directly face the others, a
conscious use of outlouds to get the attention of the others to pass on information,
and physically moving from the display back to the table to be in the same physical
space as the others. In addition, the others in the group got the attention of the wall
interactor by shouting out and giving directions to them as what to do next. For
example, in group 3, the group all sat around the table, except when information was
needed about transport. At which point, the wall interactor stood up from the table,
moved over to the vertical display, and brought up the London underground planner.
The other two scanned the underground map and gestured to the map, while
suggesting a route. When being directed in this manner, the wall interactor did not
turn his head around, but listened to what the others were saying to him. In the other
groups, yo-yoing between table and wall display was also exhibited, but much less
so, with the wall interactor tending to wait for the next directive to be given.



Interaction: Across the groups, there was much evidence of well coordinated
activities. Having a set role gave each one a task to do, be it looking for activities for
the tourists to do, deciding how to get there or planning the itinerary. As such, much
of the work was done separately. However, there were some tasks, like working out
the cost of the activities and how they fared with the budget, which were
accomplished through more distributed working. By this is meant more
coordination between each member’s contribution of the ongoing activity. For
example, when providing information about suitable restaurants, the table interactor
also read off the prices for set menus. The itinerary writer, wrote these down and
used the calculator to work out how much it would cost for a party of four to have
the different priced set meals. The table interactor waited for her to complete this
part of the computation, and then mentioned the additional service charge, which she
subsequently added to each of the partial totals. In so doing, the computation was
distributed across time, person and representation.

Another illustration of efficient and distributed way of working occurred in
group 2, where the table interactor and itinerary writer discussed what to do with
their tourist group after lunch, while the wall interactor waited for them to tell her
where to look next. On choosing a private boat trip and discovering that it left from
London Bridge, the wall interactor, without being asked, worked out, from the route
planner, how to get to London Bridge from Kensington, which is where the tourist
group would be on the current itinerary. While proceeding with this, the itinerary
writer asked her how much the travel cards would cost. After showing the route, the
wall interactor brought up the website with this information on and asked how many
zones they thought will be needed for the whole trip. At which point the table
interactor took over and quickly worked out how much it would cost for the tourist
party to travel in the specified zones. After agreeing on the cost, the itinerary writer
then added this to the itinerary.

Such examples of efficient team working has been observed by Hutchins (1995)
in his analysis of the implicit learning that takes place between team members when
establishing highly organized routines.

Progression: The incidence of working in parallel was much higher in this study
compared with the other. Partly, this is due to the group being more experienced
with knowing what is required from them to complete the task. But, also, the
group’s ability to work both independently and interdependently was facilitated by
having access to the two informational resources.

Discussion
The findings from the follow-up study showed that when a group is provided with
more informational resources they tend towards a more efficient and regimented
way of working. The physical affordances invite the different members to take set
roles and to remain in them. Interaction is fluid and the activity efficiently
accomplished and managed. However, the downside, is that there is less opportunity



for discussing ideas as a collaborative exercise, and as a result, not every one had a
go at contributing to the ongoing problem-solving. Instead, imbalances can emerge
between the members, and as seen in this study, one person’s contribution can
become easily marginalized while another is empowered. Moreover, when a group
member is physically sidelined and away from the other two, he/she must make a
concerted effort to maintain an awareness of and presence with the other members.

Conclusions
Our studies have shown how the physical affordances of an interactive workspace
engenders different kinds of social interactions and collaborations. We saw how
accessibility to informational resources affects how people orient to a work setting
and how they manage and coordinate their work. A key finding was that situating a
large interactive display as a horizontal surface in a workplace encouraged group
members to work around it in a socially cohesive and conducive way. The main
benefits include:

• allowing the group to refer to the same representations, making it easier for all
members to contribute to the problem-solving at hand

• more fluid interaction, through close coupling between the creation of a plan,
document, etc. and the displayed information that needs to be accessed
• providing a physical surface that affords seamless role changing and, in so doing,
more equitable decision-making and access of information.
Conversely, situating a large interactive display as a vertical surface in a workplace
was found to make working together socially awkward, reducing opportunities for
effective collaboration. Moreover, it was pointed out how forcing people to stand up
in front of a display in order to interact with the displayed information had the effect
of decoupling them from the remainder of the group and, in so doing, made
coordination between the various members cumbersome and difficult to maintain.

Hence, our research suggests that where it is considered desirable for a group to
participate in collaborative activities that entail using and creating an assortment of
representations (e.g. joint idea generation and distributed planning), then designing
physical set-ups that closely couple the resources used and created during the
various activities is preferable. This is not to say that wall displays should be
avoided. Clearly, for certain kinds of collaborative tasks they provide high visibility
and accessibility to information, that is well suited for shared viewing and
commenting, e.g., providing large graphical representations, like architectural plans,
that need to be talked about and referred to. However, where multiple people are
required to interact with the displayed information in conjunction with using other
informational resources then other physical arrangements of displays are regarded
as more optimal. This obviously raises the question of what is the best way of
configuring an interactive workplace to suit collaborative working. In particular,



where should a display be physically placed, and would having more access, in
terms of providing more displays be a good strategy?   

Our second study showed that when more informational resources are made
available to a group, it results in a greater division of labour, fixing of roles and the
emergence of effective distributed working. The cost of ‘regimenting’ and
‘routinizing’ the work in this way, however, is an increase in more explicit
interactional resources being needed to coordinate the joint and individual aspects of
the work. In so doing, the threshold for what is considered acceptable social
behaviour changes; the group members shout out more and demand more of each
other than when working as a socially cohesive group.
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